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Follow Finn
A search-and- nd maze book
by Peter Goes
A magni cent search-and- nd book of mazes
and more, from the author of international
bestseller Timeline

“This is a really good book for looking children.
There is so much detail on every spread to hunt
for and delight in. The mazes are reminiscent

of Escher’s images, which fascinated me as a
child.”
Julia Marshall, Publisher

Finn wakes up with a start. The goblins are on
the loose and the house is in an uproar! When
they ee, Finn’s dog Sep follows, so Finn
quickly gathers his clothes to join the chase...

Each spread in this exquisitely drawn book is
packed with detail, and the text gives the reader
tasks along with telling the story: help Finn
gather his clothes; nd a mouse, three bulls, ve
rabbits, locate the beginning and end of each
maze...

And the story moves towards a glorious orange
resolution – nding home and eating cake!

Peter Goes lives in Belgium where
he works as a freelance illustrator. He has also
worked as a stage manager and studied
animation at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
(KASK) in Ghent, Belgium.
His stunning Timeline has been internationally
acclaimed. We've just ordered the fourth reprint
after 25000 copies sold.

“Here is a glowing sucker octopus, with its limbs spread
out, pumpkin-coloured, looking like a just exploded
Roman candle in the night sky.” Wall Street Journal (US)

“Peter Goes’s stunning Timeline, with its ribbons of pitch
black winding through subtly coloured, deeply involving
pages, perfectly lives up to Gecko Press’s avowed

championing of work rich in language and illustration.”
The Guardian (UK)

For more information on Follow Finn, click here.
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To request a review copy or for any other
enquiries
NZ/Australia email
Faustine at faustine@geckopress.com
UK email Laura
at laurasmythecontact@gmail.com
US email Ellen at ellen@myrickmarketing.com

Beautiful poster available - ask Faustine for your
copy!
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